






BUSINESS NAME

BUSINESS ADDRESS

CITY                              STATE                    ZIP CODE

PHONE                         MOBILE

TAX I.D. NUMBER

FAX

EMAIL

DATE OF INCORPORATION

NAME

POSITION

SIGNATURE  /  DATE

REFERRED BY

PHONE

BUSINESS NAME

BUSINESS ADDRESS

CITY                              STATE                    ZIP CODE

I/We the undersigned declare that the above application is true and correct and agree to the Terms and Conditions as outlined in 
the current dealer price list. I/We accept the Trading Terms its being strictly COD/CC unless otherwise agreed with an Authorized 
Officer of  Black Eagle Arrows LLC. I/We are personally guarantee to pay in full for any goods which have been received by the above 
mentioned and are held personally liable for any outstanding debts at any stage.

To maintain an exclusive authorized Black Eagle Arrow dealership protected area, you must have a store front and purchase a  
minimum of $10,000 annually in Black Eagle Arrow products.

152 Bluffs Court 
Canton, GA. 30144

T: (678) 208-3429
F: (678) 716-2336
E: Info@BLACKEAGLEARROWS.com

DEALER APPLICATION

DEALER INFORMATION

BLACK EAGLE ARROWS, LLC.

BILLING INFORMATION

PLEASE ATTACH A COPY OF YOUR VENDORS LICENCE ALSO

SEND VIA EMAIL
TAKE A PHOTO OF THE APP AND SEND TO:  
DEALERINQUIRY@BLACKEAGLEARROWS.com 



































































ARROW SELECTION GUIDE
THESE ARE GENERAL GUIDELINES. PLEASE SEE YOUR LOCAL BLACK EAGLE ARROWS 
DEALER FOR PROPER ARROW FITTING, OR CONTACT US DIRECTLY FOR ASSISTANCE. 

This chart is based on a 100 grain point. If you use a 125 grain point, you may need to use a stiffer 

spine. If you use a 85 grain point, you may need to use a weaker spine.

In order to properly select the right arrows for your specific bow, you need to consider draw weight 

and arrow length.

As draw weight increases, so should arrow rigidity (spine). Also, we strongly recommend that you 

use an arrow with at least 5 grains of weight per pound of draw weight (if you are shooting a 60 lb. 

bow, use an arrow of no less than 300 grains). This includes your field point or broadhead.

For practical purposes, we use arrow length above draw length. Since the recent trends have been 

toward  

drop-away style arrow rests which are mounted to the rear of the riser, arrow length and draw 

length are no longer evenly proportional. Given a specific arrow spine, an arrow that is shorter will 

be more rigid than a shaft of the same spine that is longer. For example, if you have a 60 lb. bow 

with a 24” arrow, you would need a more flexible shaft than a 60 lb. bow with a 30” arrow.
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